Agenda
Alaska Northern Forest Cooperative
Fall Business Meeting
November 8, 2006
IARC 401, Fairbanks

9:30 Introductions
9:35 Approval of Minutes, Announcements

9:45-10:05 Committee reports
  • Reforestation Report.  Steve Patterson and/or Bob Wheeler
  • Fall Symposium report. Steve Patterson and/or Bob Gorman
  • Website. Bob Gorman
  • Forest Vegetation Simulator Committee: Andy Mason

10:05-10:20 Updates
  • Replacement for Ed Packee: Carol Lewis
  • Project summary document: Bob Ott
  • Legislative update on forestry issues: Chris Maisch

10:20-10:30 BREAK

10:30-11:30 Round Robin: research projects

11:30-1:00 LUNCH

1:00-1:30 Fall business meeting and symposium
  • Spring Business meeting: Date? Agenda items?
  • Next Fall Symposium: Who wants to be on the committee?
  • Announcements of upcoming meetings

1:30-2:45 Guest speaker
  • Tara Barrett (FIA, PNW Research Station, USFS)
    • Presentation on the current FIA program nationally, in PNW and Alaska.
    • Discussion about
      1. which attributes FIA collects or doesn't collect that are important to the ANFC,
      2. the ANFC’s preferences for alternative inventory designs,
      3. ANFC members’ data needs, and
      4. what research areas the members of ANFC share.

3:00-4:00 Fieldtrip
  • John Davies/Jack Hebert: Tour of the Research and Testing Facility (RTF) of the Cold
    Climate Housing Research Center